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ABSTRACT
Traceability in context of ADaM data sets means providing the method followed to derive an analysis endpoint from
source SDTM data. CDISC ADaM IG 1.0 strongly recommends the incorporation of traceability feature in ADaM data
sets submitted to FDA. Traceability in derived data sets increases confidence and provides transparency to agency
reviewers which might help in expediting the review and approval process. This paper provides examples in applying
the inherent traceability features available in ADaM Basic Data Structures (BDS), adding SRCDOM, SRCVAR, and
SRCSEQ variables and with examples about adding Relation Criteria and Relation Factor variables in ADaM data
sets [2]. This paper tries to provide insight on tradeoffs and limitations of traceability. The examples in this paper were
from FDA submissions.

INTRODUCTION
To assist review, analysis datasets and metadata must clearly communicate how the analysis datasets were created.
A CDISC-compliant submission includes both SDTM and ADaM datasets; therefore, the relationship between SDTM
and ADaM must be clear. This paper highlights the importance of traceability between the input data (SDTM) and the
analyzed data (ADaM) [1]. There are two levels of traceability:
Metadata Traceability: Metadata means the information about data i.e. origin of variable, algorithm used to derive
the variable etc. It establishes traceability by describing the algorithm used to derive or populate an analysis value
from its predecessor.
Data Point Traceability: enables users (agency reviewers, QC programmers, Biostatisticians etc.) to go directly to
the specific predecessor record(s) used to derive an analysis value. This level of traceability is very useful when a
user is trying to trace a complex data manipulation path. It can be established by providing clear links in the data to
the specific data values used as an input from predecessor to derive an analysis value.
Goals that can be achieved by incorporating traceability feature in ADaM datasets are:


Facilitate transparency in submitted data



Build confidence in analysis results



Effective programming validation



Speed up the overall review process by FDA reviewers



Build good relationship with FDA reviewers

Firstly, this paper tries to present the inherent traceability features available in ADaM Basic Data Structures (BDS)
and establishing metadata traceability with examples. Secondly, this paper will explore in detail on establishing Data
Point Traceability with examples from FDA submissions and SAS sample codes. This section discusses three
methods of establishing data point traceability, using SRCDOM, SRCVAR, and SRCSEQ triplet, using RLCRIT and
RLFACT pair, and establishing traceability for Character Data Values Derived from Multiple Source Domains. Thirdly,
this paper tries to explain the tradeoff of having traceability feature in ADaM datasets and limitations in incorporating
traceability.
Hepatitis C Virus analysis data set and Cystic Fibrosis Clinical Event analysis data set will be used as examples to
illustrate various traceability features in this paper.

ADAM BASIC DATA STRUCTURES AND METADATA TRACEABILITY
ADAM BASIC DATA STRUCTURE (BDS)
The concept of BDS does not limit number of analysis datasets that one can have in a study or number of
variables/records an analysis dataset can have. So ADaM datasets can retain all those variables from SDTM
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datasets or add additional variables/records that help in establishing traceability. Typical examples of variables from
SDTM domains that help in establishing traceability in ADaM are Sequence Variables (__SEQ), Sponsor Defined
Identifiers (__SPID), Group Identifiers (__GRPID), Timing Variables (VISIT, VISITNUM, EPOCH, __DTC, __DY) etc.
Examples of additional variables that can be added in ADaM to achieve some level of traceability are Analysis Flag
variables (ANLzzFL) - to indicate the records that were chosen for analysis among the multiple visits that fall within
the same analysis time point windows, Criterion variables CRITy - text description defining the conditions necessary
to satisfy the presence of the criterion and CRITyFL - character indicator of whether the criterion described in CRITy
was met. If additional records were added to analysis datasets for analyses purposes, to establish traceability, BDS
allows the usage of variable DTYPE (Derivation Type) which precisely populates the derivation algorithm used to
derive an analysis value.

Display 1. Illustration of Usage of ANLzzFL and DTYPE Variables in ADaM Datasets
METADATA TRACEABILITY
Metadata traceability establishes traceability by describing the algorithm used to derive or populate an analysis value
from its predecessor via metadata. Well defined and detailed programming specification document (define.pdf) and
Define.xml is the only means of building Metadata Traceability. Display 2 shows an example of a programming
specification document that enables the user to understand the relationship of an analysis variable to its source
dataset(s) and variable(s).
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Display 2. Illustration of an ADaM Programming Specification Document

DATA POINT TRACEABILITY
This section presents the methods that can be implemented in ADaM datasets to establish Data Point Traceability of
numeric data, namely, using SRCDOM, SRCVAR and SRCSEQ triplet and using RLCRIT and RLFACT variable pair
[2]. It also discusses usage of SRCDOM, SRCVAR and other variables to establish Data Point Traceability of
character values originating from multiple source domains.

SRCDOM, SRCVAR AND SRCSEQ TRIPLET
SDTM DOMAIN variable value, the name of the SDTM source variable, and the relevant SDTM domain --SEQ value
serves as primary candidates for data point traceability [1]. ADaM implementation guide V1.0 recommends using
SRCDOM, SRCVAR and SRCSEQ triplet along with derived analysis variable so that one can link back to the source
SDTM records used to derive the analysis value.
Variable
Name
SRCDOM

Variable Label

Type

CDISC Notes

Source Domain

Char

The 2-character identifier of the SDTM domain that relates to the
derived analysis value

SRCVAR

Source Variable

Char

The name of the column (in the SDTM domain identified by
SRCDOM) that relates to the derived analysis value

SRCSEQ

Source Sequence
Number

Num

The sequence number SEQ of the row (in the SDTM domain
identified by SRCDOM) that relates to the derived analysis value

Table 1. Definitions for SRCDOM, SRCVAR and SRCSEQ Triplet

Example of usage of SRCDOM, SRCVAR and SRCSEQ Triplet
Endpoints Rapid Viral Response (RVR) defined as undetectable HCV RNA at week 4 and undetectable HCV RNA at
week 24 in HCV RNA lab analysis data will be used to demonstrate the usage of SRCDOM, SRCVAR and SRCSEQ
triplet in ADaM dataset. Table 2 shows specification (metadata) for endpoints RVRFL, RVRFN, UNDW24FN,
UNDW24FL and for SRCDOM, SRCVAR and SRCSEQ triplet variables building data point traceability followed by a
sample SAS code that populates these variables. Display 3 shows the snapshot of these variables in an analysis
dataset.
Variable Name

RVRFL

Variable Label

Type

Length

Rapid Viral
Response Flag

Char

2

Controlled
Terms or
Formats

Comments

Equals to "Y" if a subject has undetectable
HCV RNA at Week 4 i.e.
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HCORRES="UNDETECTED" at
avisitn=1029 and anl02fl="Y". Else equals to
"N".
RVRFN

Rapid Viral
Response Flag
(N)

Num

8

YESNOFN
(RVRFL):

Equals to 1 if rvrfl="Y". Equals to 0 if
rvrfl="N".

(1) 1 = Y
(2) 0 = N

UNDW24FL

Undetectable
HCV RNA at
Week 24

Char

2

UNDW24FN

Undetectable
HCV RNA at
Week 24 (N)

Num

8

Equals to "Y" if a subject has undetectable
HCV RNA at Week 24 i.e
HCORRES="UNDETECTED" at
avisitn=1169 and anl02fl ="Y". Else equals
to "N".
YESNOFN
(UNDW24FL):

Equals to 1 if undw24fl="Y"
Equals to 0 if undw24fl="N"

(1) 1 = Y
(2) 0 = N

SRCDOM

SRCVAR

Source
Domain

Char

Source
Variable

Char

4

= "HC" for avisitn=1029 and anl02fl ="Y"
= "HC" for avisitn=1169 and anl02fl ="Y"

8

Equal to “HCSTRESN” for avisitn=1029 and
anl02fl="Y"
Equal to “HCSTRESN” for avisitn=1169 and
anl02fl="Y"

SRCSEQ

Source
Sequence
Number

Num

8

= HCSEQ for avisitn=1029 and anl02fl ="Y"
= HCSEQ for avisitn=1169 and anl02fl ="Y"

Table 2. Specification of Analysis Endpoints and Triplet Variables
data adhc;
set hc_1;
by usubjid hcseq;
/**aphasen=1 means on-treatment phase and avisitn=1029 means analysis Week 4**/
/******anl02fl=”Y” selects the analysis record at a Visit*******/
if aphasen=1 and avisitn=1029 and (anl02fl="Y" or dtype="PLACE HOLDER") then do;
if aval=5 then do;rvrfn=1;rvrfl="Y";end;
else do;rvrfn=0;rvrfl="N";end;
srcdom="HC";
srcvar="HCSTRESN";
srcseq=hcseq;
end;
if aphasen=1 and avisitn=1169 and (anl02fl="Y" or dtype="PLACE HOLDER") then do;
if aval=5 then do;undw24fn=1;undw24fl="Y";end;
else do;undw24fn=0;undw24fl="N";end;
srcdom="HC";
srcvar="HCSTRESN";
srcseq=hcseq;
end;
run;
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Display 3. Illustration of SRCDOM, SRCVAR and SRCSEQ Triplet Establishing Data Point Traceability for
Rapid Viral Response and Undetectable HCV RNA at Week 24 Endpoints in an Analysis Dataset
The above example shows that SRCDOM, SRCVAR and SRCSEQ triplet builds a clear path from an ADaM record to
its predecessor in source SDTM. Same SRCDOM, SRCVAR and SRCSEQ triplet can be applied for multiple derived
variables at different time points. It also demonstrates the importance of traceability when multiple HCV RNA records
are present at visit window week 24.
Limitations of SRC Triplet are:


Can be applied only if the predecessor record used to derive an analysis variable comes from single SDTM
domain



Can be applied only if the derived analysis variable depends only on a single record and single variable
from the source SDTM

RLCRIT AND RLFACT PAIR
Both SRC triplet method or CRITy and CRITyFL method mentioned in ADaM implementation guide V1.0 cannot be
used to build Data Point Traceability when an analysis value depends on multiple records corresponding to different
time points from a source SDTM domain. This limitation can be overcome by using RLCRIT and RLFACT variable
pair. RLCRIT – Relation Criteria variable stores data source (ADaM or SDTM) along with source variables used in the
derivation of analysis value in the derivation rule. RLFACT – Relation Factor variable stores values of those variables
mentioned in RLCRIT in the same order.
Example 1 of Usage of RLCRIT and RLFACT Variable Pair
Endpoint Extended Rapid Viral Response (eRVR) in HCV RNA lab analysis data will be used to demonstrate the
usage of RLCRIT and RLFACT variable pair in ADaM dataset. Table 3 shows specification (metadata) for the
endpoint ERVRFL, ERVRFN and for RLCRIT and RLFACT variable pair building data point traceability followed by a
sample SAS code that populates these variables. Display 4 shows the snapshot of these variables in an analysis
dataset. eRVR is defined as undetectable HCV RNA (defined as HC.HCSTRESN=5) at week 4 and at week 12. Two
records corresponding to week 4 and week 12 and two HCV RNA values (HC.HCSTRESN) are needed to build data
point traceability for this endpoint.
Variable
Name

Variable
Label

Type

Length

ERVRFL

Extended
Rapid
Viral
Response
Flag

Char

2

ERVRFN

Extended
Rapid

Num

8

Controlled
Terms or
Formats

Comments

Equals to "Y" if a subject has undetectable HCV RNA at
Week 4 and Week 12 i.e HCORRES="UNDETECTED"
at avisitn=1029 and avisitn=1085 and anl02fl="Y". Else
equals to "N".
YESNOFN
(ERVRFL):

Equals to 1 if ervrfl="Y"
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Viral
Response
Flag (N)
RLCRIT1

Parameter
Relation
Criteria
For ERVR

(1) 1 = Y

Equals to 0 if ervrfl="N"

(2) 0 = N
Char

200

if aval was non-missing at week 12 then do;
if aval was non-missing at week 4 then do;
RLCRIT1="HCV RNA at week 4(HC.HCSEQ."||
||strip(put(srcseq at week 4,best.)) ||") and HCV
RNA at week 12 at (HC.HCSEQ.”||strip(put(hcseq,
best.))||”)”;
end;
else do;
RLCRIT1="HCV RNA at week 4 was missing! and
HCV RNA at week 12 at (HC.HCSEQ.”||strip(put(
Hcseq,best.))||”)”;
end;
end;
else do;
if aval was non-missing at week 4 then do;
RLCRIT1="HCV RNA at week 4
(HC.HCSEQ."||strip(put(srcseq at week 4,best.))||”)
and HCV RNA at week 12 was missing!";
end;
else do;
RLCRIT1="HCV RNA at week 4 was missing"||"
and HCV RNA at week 12 was missing!";
end;
end;

RLFACT1

Parameter
Relation
Factors
For ERVR

Char

80

if aval was non-missing at week 12 then do;
if aval was non-missing at week 4 then do;
RLFACT1=strip(avalc at week4)||" $ “||strip(put(aval,
best.));
end;
else do;
RLFACT1="Missing $ "||strip(put(aval,best.));
end;
end;
else do; if aval was non-missing at week 4 then
RLFACT1=strip(avalc at week 4)||" $ Missing";
else RLFACT1="Missing"||" $ Missing";
end;

Table 3. Specification of Analysis Endpoint eRVR and RLCRIT and RLFACT Variable Pair
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data ervr;
set week4hc week12hc;
if aphasen=1 and avisitn=1085 and (anl02fl="Y" or dtype="PLACE HOLDER") then do;
if week4hc=5 and week12hc=5 then do;ervrfn=1;ervrfl="Y";end;
else do; ervrfn=0;ervrfl="N";end;
if week12hc ne . then do;
if week4hc ne . then do;rlcrit1="HCV RNA at week 4
(HC.HCSEQ."||strip(put(week4seq,best.))||") and HCV RNA at week 12
(HC.HCSEQ."||strip(put(week12seq,best.))||")";
rlfact1=strip(put(week4hc,best.))||" $ "||strip(put(week12hc,best.));
end;
else do;
rlcrit1="HCV RNA at week 4 was missing! and HCV RNA at week 12
(HC.HCSEQ."||strip(put(week12seq,best.))||")";
rlfact1="Missing $ "||strip(put(week12hc,best.));
end;
end;
else do;
if week4hc ne . then do;
rlcrit1="HCV RNA at week 4 (HC.HCSEQ."||strip(put(week4seq,best.))||")
and HCV RNA at week 12 was missing!";
rlfact1=strip(put(week4hc,best.))||" $ Missing";
end;
else do;
rlcrit1="HCV RNA at week 4 was missing and HCV RNA at week 12 was
missing!";
rlfact1="Missing"||" $ Missing";
end;
end;
end;
run;

Display 4. Illustration of RLCRIT and RLFACT Variable Pair Establishing Data Point Traceability
In above example record with HCSEQ=11 at analysis week 4 and record with HCSEQ=14 at analysis week 12 are
used to derive the Extended Rapid Viral Response endpoint for a subject. This information is stored in RLCRIT1
variable. The HCV RNA values at these time points are 17.5 and 2903 are stored in RLFACT1 variable, separated by
symbol “$”. RLCRIT and RLFACT variable pair clearly show that ERVRFL=”N” and how it was derived. Display 5
shows various values of RLCRIT and RLFACT for different subjects in a study populated at analysis visit Week 12.
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Display 5. Illustration of Various Possible Values of RLCRIT and RLFACT Variable Pair in a Study for
Different Subjects

Example 2 of Usage of RLCRIT and RLFACT Variable Pair
Endpoint Viral Breakthrough (VBT) in HCV RNA lab analysis data will be used as a second example to demonstrate
the usage of RLCRIT and RLFACT variable pair in ADaM dataset. Table 4 shows specification (metadata) for the
endpoint Viral Breakthrough and for RLCRIT and RLFACT variable pair which helps in building data point traceability
followed by a sample SAS code that populates these variables. Display 6 and Display 7 shows the snapshot of these
variables in an analysis dataset. The definition of VBT as shown in the comments column of VBRKFL requires three
HCR RNA records, i.e. the current record, nadir at a prior time point, and a confirmatory record. Hence three
“locations” (HCSEQ) and three HCV RNA level (HCSTRESN) are needed for traceability!
Variable
Name

VBRKFL

Variable Label

Viral
Breakthrough
Flag
(Confirmed)

Type

Char

Length

2

Controlled
Terms or
Formats

YESF:
(1) Y

Comments

Set to "Y" for the event initiating the confirmed viral
breakthrough on-treatment records.
Viral Breakthrough is defined as :
a) Confirmed >1-log10 IU/mL HCV RNA ontreatment increase from nadir or
b) Confirmed >100 IU/mL HCV RNA following an
undetectable HCV RNA at a prior time point. Note:
New definition from FDA: >LLOQ from >100 IU/mL

RLCRIT2

Parameter
Relation
Criteria For
VBT

Char

200

Equals to "log10(HCV RNA) at
HC.HCSEQ."||strip(put(log10incseq,best.))||" >1log10 increase compared to the lowest recorded
on-treatment value at
HC.HCSEQ."||strip(put(nadirseq,best.))||", and
confirmed by log10(HCV RNA) at
HC.HCSEQ."||strip(put(log10incconfirmseq,best.));
or
Equals to "HCV RNA at
HC.HCSEQ."||strip(put(gt100seq,best.))||" >100
IU/mL, undetectable at
HC.HCSEQ."||strip(put(undetectseq,best.))||", and
confirmed by HCV RNA at
HC.HCSEQ."||strip(put(gt100confirmseq,best.));

RLFACT2

Parameter
Relation
Factors For
VBT

Char

80

=strip(put(round(log10(log10incseqaval),0.1),best.)
)||" $ "||strip(put(round(log10(nadir),0.1),best.))||" $
"||strip(put(round(log10(log10incconfirmseqaval),0.
1),best.))
or
= strip(put(gt100seqaval,best.))||" $ 5 $
"||strip(put(gt100confirmseqaval,best.));

Table 4. Specification of Analysis Endpoint Viral Breakthrough and RLCRIT and RLFACT Variable Pair
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proc sort data=hc;by usubjid avisitn hcseq;run;
data hc;
retain nadir vbrkidx1 vbrkidx2 code1 code2 undetect log10incseq log10incconfirmseq
gt100seq gt100confirmseq undetectseq nadirseq log10incseqaval
log10incconfirmseqaval gt100seqaval gt100confirmseqaval;
set hc;
by usubjid hcseq;
if first.usubjid then do;/*Initializing State Variables*/
vbrkidx1=.;/*Identifies Viral Breakthrough Criteria 1*/
vbrkidx2=.;/*Identifies Viral Breakthrough Criteria 2*/
code1=0;/*Identifies the >1-log10 increase condition*/
code2=0;/*Identifies undetectable and HCV RNA>100IU/mL condition*/
undetect=0;
nadir=hcstresn;/*Initializing the nadir value equal to first on-treatment value*/
log10incseq=.;
log10incconfirmseq=.;
gt100seq=.;
gt100confirmseq=.;
undetectseq=.;
nadirseq=.;
log10incseqaval=.;
log10incconfirmseqaval=.;
gt100seqaval=.;
gt100confirmseqaval=.;
end;
if hcstresn ne . then log10inc=log10(hcstresn)-log10(nadir);/*Log10 inc from Nadir*/
if phasefn in (1,2) then do;
if log10inc>1 then do;/*Condition 1*/
if code1=0 then code1=1;
else if code1=1 then code1=2;/*Confirmation*/
if code1=1 then do; vbrkidx1=avisitn;log10incseq=hcseq;log10incseqaval=aval;
end;
if code1=2 then do;
vbrkidx1=vbrkidx1;log10incconfirmseq=hcseq;log10incconfirmseqaval=aval;
end;
end;
else if hcstresn ne . then code1=0;/*Reset if not confirmed*/
if undetect=1 and hcstresn>100 then do;/*Condition 2*/
if code2=0 then code2=1;
else if code2=1 then code2=2;/*Confirmation*/
if code2=1 then do; vbrkidx2=avisitn;gt100seq=hcseq;gt100seqaval=aval;
end;
if code2=2 then do;vbrkidx2=vbrkidx2;gt100confirmseq=hcseq;
gt100confirmseqaval=aval;
end;
end;
else if hcstresn ne . then code2=0;/*Reset if not confirmed*/
end;
if undetect eq 0 and hcstresn=5 then do;undetect=1;undetectseq=hcseq;end;
/************Update Nadir if new nadir found***********/
if hcstresn ne . and hcstresn<nadir then do;nadir=hcstresn;nadirseq=hcseq;end;
run;
proc sort data= hc out=vbrk;by usubjid hcseq;
where (code1=2 and vbrkidx1<2029) or (code2=2 and vbrkidx2<2029);
run;
data vbrk;
length rlcrit2 $200 rlfact2 $80;
set vbrk;
by usubjid hcseq;
if first.usubjid;
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if nmiss(vbrkidx1,vbrkidx2)=1 then vbrkidx=sum(vbrkidx1,vbrkidx2);
else vbrkidx=vbrkidx2;
if vbrkidx1 ne . and vbrkidx2 eq . then do;
rlcrit2="log10(HCV RNA) at HC.HCSEQ."||strip(put(log10incseq,best.))||" >1log10 increase compared to the lowest recorded on-treatment value at
HC.HCSEQ."||strip(put(nadirseq,best.))||", and confirmed by log10(HCV RNA) at
HC.HCSEQ."||strip(put(log10incconfirmseq,best.));
rlfact2=strip(put(round(log10(log10incseqaval),0.1),best.))||" $
"||strip(put(round(log10(nadir),0.1),best.))||" $
"||strip(put(round(log10(log10incconfirmseqaval),0.1),best.));
end;
else if vbrkidx2 ne . or nmiss(vbrkidx1,vbrkidx2)=2 then do;
rlcrit2="HCV RNA at HC.HCSEQ."||strip(put(gt100seq,best.))||" >100 IU/mL,
undetectable at HC.HCSEQ."||strip(put(undetectseq,best.))||
", and confirmed by HCV RNA at HC.HCSEQ."|| strip(put(gt100confirmseq,best.));
rlfact2=strip(put(gt100seqaval,best.))||" $ 5 $
"||strip(put(gt100confirmseqaval,best.));
end;
run;
data hc;
merge hc(in=a) vbrk(in=b keep=usubjid hcseq vbrkidx rlcrit2 rlfact2);
by usubjid hcseq;
if a;
if b then vbrkfl="Y";
run;

Display 6. Illustration of RLCRIT and RLFACT Variable Pair Establishing Data Point Traceability for Viral
Breakthrough Endpoint in an Analysis Dataset
In above example log10 increase in HCV RNA value at analysis Week 36 (HCSEQ=17) is greater by factor 1
compared to the HCV RNA value at Week 24 (HCSEQ=16). This increase by factor 1 is confirmed by HCV RNA
value at Follow-up Week 4 (HCSEQ=18). The position of records contributing to Viral Breakthrough is stored in
RLCRIT variable in a sequential order. The log10 value (AVALG10) used in the derivation of Viral Breakthrough is
stored in RLFACT variable separated by symbol “$” following the same order as in RLCRIT variable.
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Display 7. Illustration of Various Possible Values of RLCRIT and RLFACT Variable Pair for Viral
Breakthrough in a Study
Hence using RLCRIT and RLFACT variable pair can establish Data Point Traceability in situations where an analysis
endpoint depends on multiple records corresponding to different time points from a single source SDTM domain. The
limitation of this method is unable to build traceability when an analysis endpoint/variable depends on multiple
records originating from different source SDTM datasets.

TRACEABILITY FOR CHARACTER DATA VALUES DERIVED FROM MULTIPLE SOURCE DOMAINS
There were 13 predefined clinical events that were analyzed for one of our clinical studies. These events may be
derived from character outputs of one or more source SDTM domains. The source domains include SDTM CE, CM,
HO, SUPPCM, and SUPPHO. It was more important and complicated to clearly show the traceability. We take the IV
antibiotic therapy administrated for pulmonary exacerbation event as an example. A pulmonary exacerbation in the
study protocol was defined as ‘An event that a subject has a change in antibiotic therapy (IV, inhaled or oral), due to
occurrences of at least four of 12 predefined Sinopulmonary signs/symptoms within an antibiotic therapy course’.
Within an antibiotic therapy course, there may be more than one antibiotics used. The antibiotic therapy data was
collected in SDTM CM domain and the Sinopulmonary signs/symptoms were in SDTM CE domain. Not all
signs/symptoms appeared at the same time. Mostly, one or two signs/symptoms trigged antibiotic therapy change,
later within the course, additional signs/symptoms occurred. There may be some antibiotic therapy use changes due
to 1-3 signs/symptoms within the entire antibiotic course. And those were not qualified as a pulmonary event. In our
data we had to collect every signs/symptoms. Therefore, the relationship between signs/symptoms in SDTM CE and
CM was not simply 1 to 1. If there was a pulmonary exacerbation occurred for a subject, there must be four or more
signs/symptoms in CE domain that related to one or more antibiotic therapies in CM domain. At the same time,
antibiotics could be administrated as inhale, oral or intravenous.
In order to build the traceability three variables were used in our analysis dataset: SRCDOM SRCIDVAR and
SRCIDVAL.
Display 8 shows the signs/symptoms collected in SDTM CE domain for subject “123456”. It shows that this subject
has a total of 14 signs/symptoms during the study within three antibiotic therapy courses. The first antibiotic therapy
course has four signs/symptoms indicated with a group identifier (CEGRPID) “277353”. The second course has 7
signs/symptoms with a group identifier “468454” and the third one had a group identifier of “1857199” with three
signs/symptoms. Therefore, the first two courses are qualified as pulmonary exacerbations while the third is not at the
time of the data collection.
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Display 8. Signs/Symptoms Collected in SDTM CE Domain for a Subject
Display 9 below shows the concomitant medication data collected in SDTM CM domain for subject 123456.
Corresponding to each antibiotic therapy course group in CE there is at least one antibiotic therapy. The figure shows
three antibiotics (all via IV) are used during the first antibiotic course (highlighted in cycle), four (3 IV and 1 inhaled)
for the second course and two (all inhaled) for the third course.
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Display 9. Concomitant Medication Data Collected in SDTM CM Domain for a Subject
The display below shows the analysis event data in ADCECD domain for subject 123456, showing the IV antibiotic
therapy for pulmonary exacerbation events. As we know from previous displays, this subject had IV antibiotic
therapies during the first two antibiotic courses. The variable SRCDOM in the figure shows the source domain names
(CM and CE) to define the two ‘IV antibiotic therapy for pulmonary exacerbation’ events. The variable SRCIDVAR
indicates the variable names in the source domains that are used to identify the source data. The last variable
SRCIDVAL shows the observation identifiers for the source variables in the source domains. Therefore, for the
reviewer, it is easy to find the source data to verify or explore more information that defines the two IV antibiotic
therapies for pulmonary exacerbation events for the subject 123456 in this study.
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TRADEOFF AND LIMITATIONS OF ESTABLISHING TRACEABILITY FEATURES
Establishing traceability in ADaM datasets is not an easy task. It requires lot of effort and overhead like extra SAS
code, creation of intermediate datasets and large analysis datasets with additional variables and records. Even
though this increases size of analysis datasets and complexity of programs it is strongly recommended by ADaM
implementation guide to include as much supporting data as necessary to build traceability. As mentioned earlier
traceability will fasten the review process and builds confidence in reviewers and hence these benefits will be a good
tradeoff with the extra work required to establish traceability. Also, it is always not feasible to build traceability in
ADaM datasets. For example, in Drug Compliance analysis datasets all the exposure records of a subject are used to
derive the compliance rate and it is not practical to include all these records in variables supporting traceability. In
such cases Metadata traceability will be the best option.

CONCLUSION
This paper provides some examples from FDA submission in applying the inherent traceability features that provides
a path between SDTM and ADaM datasets. It explores in detail on establishing Data Point Traceability with examples
from FDA submissions and SAS sample codes using SRCDOM, SRCVAR, and SRCSEQ triplet, RLCRIT and
RLFACT pair, and a third approach. Lastly, this paper explains the tradeoff of having traceability feature in ADaM
datasets and limitations in incorporating traceability.
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